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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE EVENT 
 
London 12th November 2013 

Aberdeen 19th November 2013 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 
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AIMS OF THE DAY  

 Update and brief participants on the current project status, activities, 

emerging options and recommendations. 

 Establish participants’ reactions, issues and comments on emerging options 

and recommendations.  

 Update participants on the process moving forwards to public consultation 

and gain feedback on on-going stakeholder engagement plans.  
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AGENDA – AM  
   Agenda, Housekeeping, Welcome & Introductions  

  Update on Brent Field Decommissioning progress and status 

— Key activities since the last stakeholder workshops, Alistair Hope, Project Director (London) Duncan Manning, 
Business Opportunity Manager (Aberdeen) 

— Overview of emerging recommendations, John Gillies, Execution Manager  

— Overview of activities & conclusions, John Shepherd, Chair, Independent Review Group  

Tea Break  

  Gravity Base Structure (GBS) Cell Contents Management Options 

— Overview of the GBS cell management challenge, Frederic Ducellier, GBS Cell Remediation Team Leader 

— The MCDA (multi-criteria decision analysis) process – what it did and key conclusions, Pete Miles, Catalyze 

— Cell Management Stakeholder Task Group (CMSTG) – Activities and Observations, CMSTG participants - Mark 
Kirby, CEFAS (London) & Arnold John, Environment Agency (Aberdeen) 

— Update on emerging recommendations for cell management and decision making, Frederic Ducellier, GBS Cell 
Remediation Team Leader 

  Breakout and plenary session reviewing cell management options; gauging reaction and recording key issues  

Lunch (c. 12:40) 
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AGENDA - PM  
 
 
  Gravity Base Structure (GBS) Legs Options  

— Overview of the options and issues for GBS “legs up” and “legs down”, John Gillies, Execution Manager 

  Breakout and plenary session reviewing GBS legs options; gauging reaction and recording key issues  

  Alpha Jacket, Pipelines and Drill Cuttings: Emerging Recommendations 

— Overview of emerging recommendations, John Gillies, Executions Manger & James Blackburn, Health, Safety & 
Environment (HSE) Manager 

  “Souk” session on key topic areas & reaction to emerging recommendations  

— EIA    

— Brent Alpha Jacket ~Gravity Base Structure Legs ~Topsides/Contracts/ supply chain issues 

— Pipelines ~ Debris ~ Drill cuttings  

— Cell management and CMSTG/ MCDA process 

  Plenary review of key issues from souk & reaction to Alpha Jacket & drill cuttings emerging recommendations.  

  Overview of forward stakeholder engagement plans, Mark Downes, Stakeholder Relations Manager 

  Actions & Evaluation & closing reflections  

Workshop closes (4pm) 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
OPENING REMARKS 
 
Ed Daniels – UK Country Chair (London) 

Glen Cayley - Upstream Director (Aberdeen) 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
BRENT STATUS AND UPDATE 
 
Alistair Hope / Duncan Manning 

Project Director / Business Opportunity Manager 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited ) 
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The companies in which Royal Dutch Shell plc directly and indirectly owns investments are separate entities. In this presentation “Shell”, “Shell group” and “Royal Dutch 
Shell” are sometimes used for convenience where references are made to Royal Dutch Shell plc and its subsidiaries in general. Likewise, the words “we”, “us” and “our” 
are also used to refer to subsidiaries in general or to those who work for them. These expressions are also used where no useful purpose is served by identifying the 
particular company or companies. ‘‘Subsidiaries’’, “Shell subsidiaries” and “Shell companies” as used in this presentation refer to companies over which Royal Dutch 
Shell plc  either directly or indirectly has control. Companies over which Shell has joint control are generally referred to “joint ventures” and companies over which Shell 
has significant influence but neither control nor joint control are referred to as “associates”. In this presentation, joint ventures and associates may also be referred to as 
“equity-accounted investments”. The term “Shell interest” is used for convenience to indicate the direct and/or indirect (for example, through our 23% shareholding in 
Woodside Petroleum Ltd.) ownership interest held by Shell in a venture, partnership or company, after exclusion of all third-party interest.  

This presentation contains forward-looking statements concerning the financial condition, results of operations and businesses of Royal Dutch Shell. All statements other 
than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements of future expectations that are 
based on management’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or 
events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements concerning the 
potential exposure of Royal Dutch Shell to market risks and statements expressing management’s expectations, beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions. 
These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as ‘‘anticipate’’, ‘‘believe’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘estimate’’, ‘‘expect’’, ‘‘goals’’, ‘‘intend’’, 
‘‘may’’, ‘‘objectives’’, ‘‘outlook’’, ‘‘plan’’, ‘‘probably’’, ‘‘project’’, ‘‘risks’’, “schedule”, ‘‘seek’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘target’’, ‘‘will’’ and similar terms and phrases. There are a 
number of factors that could affect the future operations of Royal Dutch Shell and could cause those results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking 
statements included in this presentation, including (without limitation): (a) price fluctuations in crude oil and natural gas; (b) changes in demand for Shell’s products; (c) 
currency fluctuations; (d) drilling and production results; (e) reserves estimates; (f) loss of market share and industry competition; (g) environmental and physical risks; (h) 
risks associated with the identification of suitable potential acquisition properties and targets, and successful negotiation and completion of such transactions; (i) the risk of 
doing business in developing countries and countries subject to international sanctions; (j) legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments including regulatory measures 
addressing climate change; (k) economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions; (l) political risks, including the risks of expropriation and 
renegotiation of the terms of contracts with governmental entities, delays or advancements in the approval of projects and delays in the reimbursement for shared costs; 
and (m) changes in trading conditions. All forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements 
contained or referred to in this section. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Additional risk factors that may affect future results are 
contained in Royal Dutch Shell’s 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2012 (available at www.shell.com/investor and www.sec.gov ). These risk factors also expressly 
qualify all forward looking statements contained in this presentation and should be considered by the reader.  Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date 
of this presentation, 19th November 2013. Neither Royal Dutch Shell plc nor any of its subsidiaries undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-
looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or 
inferred from the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. 

We may have used certain terms, such as resources, in this presentation that United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) strictly prohibits us from including 
in our filings with the SEC.  U.S. Investors are urged to consider closely the disclosure in our Form 20-F, File No 1-32575, available on the SEC website www.sec.gov. 
You can also obtain these forms from the SEC by calling 1-800-SEC-0330. 

 

DEFINITIONS AND CAUTIONARY NOTE 

http://www.shell.com/investor
http://www.sec.gov/
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PROJECT STATUS - OPERATIONS 

Project status 
Well abandonment work continues 

Brent Decommissioning Services Contract: commenced decommissioning work 
offshore on Delta 

Removals contract awarded Q3 2013 

Disposals contract has been awarded to a UK yard – to be announced shortly 

Cell survey to be completed Q4 2013 – cell sample planned for Q1 2014 
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PROJECT STATUS - STUDIES 

Project status 
Brent decommissioning project in the “Define” 
phase (Shell process) 

Studies completed 
Concept select for all four platforms 

Topsides removals FEED* studies 

GBS refloat studies 

Safety risk to fishermen from pipelines 

Safety risk to mariners from BA footings 

Safety risk to mariners from GBS structures 

Fate and effects of exposure / release of cell 
contents 

Fate and effects of drill cuttings 

Studies currently in progress 
Environmental Impact Assessments 

Decommissioning Programme (DP) planned 
submission of “consultation draft” to DECC in 
2014 

 

* Front End Engineering and Design 

 



Q&A 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
John Gillies 

Offshore Execution Manager 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 
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DECISION SCHEDULE 

  

 

 

 Brent Delta ceased production in 2011, Brent Charlie will produce beyond 2018 

 Last well to be plugged on Brent Delta in 2014; work has started on Brent Alpha and 

Bravo 

 Contracts were awarded for topsides removal in 2013 and onshore recycling will be 

awarded Q4 2013; aim to remove Brent Delta topsides in 2015 to minimise cost and 

risk 

 Shell plan to submit Decommissioning Program for consultation in 2014 
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CELL SURVEY UPDATE  

  

 

 

 Development of Geoprober drilling  machine 
stopped  October 2012 

 Alternative drilling and sampling option based on 
Riserless light well intervention; testing onshore late 
2013 

 

ROV assisted drilling and sampling 
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CELL SURVEY UPDATE  

  

 

 

 Base plates to be installed on three cell tops 
by divers from Skandi Arctic in January 
2014 

 Drilling and sampling operations to follow 
early 2014 

 

Skandi Arctic Diving Support Vessel 

Base plate installation by divers 

Base Plates During Testing 
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 Sonar Mapping Tool deployed from within platform utility shaft through piping 

 Shell/NASA technology partnership 

 Deployment scheduled December 2013 

NASA CELL SURVEY  
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EMERGING RECOMMENDATIONS 

  

 

 Shell has been studying options since 2007.  The statuses fall into three broad 
categories: 

1. Decision closed; where regulation mandate a clear option, technically limited 
choice, project schedule require timely commitment 

2. Decision subject to approval; a preferred option has been identified after 
comparative assessment.  This remains subject to approval (DECC, OSPAR)                                                 

3. Decision still open;  no clearly preferred option yet, less experience, emerging 
knowledge, complex comparative assessment 

 
We intend to focus on the third category today         
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EMERGING RECOMMENDATIONS 

  

Explore Choose Inform Execute 

Low influence 

Difficult to change 

1:  Wells, Topsides 

Removal method 

Onshore Disposal 

location 
Easier to change 

D
ecom

m
issioning Program

m
e 

2:  Jacket  

3:  Cell 

Sediment?, GBS 

Leg Removal ? 

High influence 

Year:                2007  2014 -        2020 
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DECISIONS CLOSED 

  

Reservoir sands~9000 ft TVD  

  Wells         Topsides   Debris/Attic Oil 

Options  Plug          Remove   Remove      

       
 

These are clear choices,  largely determined by regulation 
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DECISIONS SUBJECT TO APPROVAL 

  

Reservoir sands~9000 ft TVD  

  Jacket           Drill Cuttings Pipelines 

Options       Remove to footings              Leave   Leave/Remove   
   

        

Preferred choices have been determined by comparative assessment 
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SOME OPTIONS STILL BEING EXPLORED 

  

Reservoir sands~9000 ft TVD  

Topic            Cell Sediments     GBS Legs 

Options          Remove or leave?          Remove or leave?    

       

  

Choices will be determined by comparative assessment, still emerging knowledge 



Q&A 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
IRG ACTIVITIES 

The Independent Review Group 



BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
PROJECT 

 
INDEPENDENT REVIEW GROUP (IRG) 

Stakeholder Meetings 
 London: 12 November 2013 

(John Shepherd, Jurgen Rullkoetter, Gunther Clauss) 
& 

Aberdeen: 19 November 2013 
(Torgeir Bakke & Brian Wilkinson) 

 



Membership  
 Professor John  G. Shepherd, MA, PhD, CMath, FIMA, FRS 

(Chairman) 
 Professor W. Brian Wilkinson, BScEng, BScGeol, PhD, FICE,  

CIWEM, FGS, CEng, CGeol, F Russ Acad Nat Sci  
 (Project Co-ordinator) 
 Professor Torgeir Bakke, BScChem/Biol, Cand.real. Marine 

Biology (MSc equiv.)  
 Professor Dr. Günther F. Clauss, BSc, MSc, PhD, FRINA, 

MSNAME 
 Professor William D. Dover, FIMechE, CEng, FINDT 
 Professor Dr. Jürgen Rullkötter, Dipl.-Chem., Dr. rer. nat. 

habil., AGU, DGMK, DGMS, EAOG, GDCh, GS 
 Mr Richard J. Clements, CEng, MIMechE, MIMarEST 

(Secretary) 



Additional Co-opted Members 

 IRG considered that additional studies on 
reinjection of GBS cell contents were required. 

 Undertaken by Shell and reviewed for the IRG by 
three co-opted Members. 

          Professor David R. Davies BSc, PhD 
          Professor Quentin Fisher  BSc, PhD 
          Professor Ian Main BSc, MSc, PhD, FRSE 



Independent Review Group (IRG) 
an independent group of scientists and engineers  

 Purpose: To “Address comparative study 
issues relating to decommissioning options for 
the Gravity Based Structures including cell 
remediation measures and jacket footings, drill 
cuttings and pipelines”. 

 Independence: “The Independent Study Review 
Group, or any member thereof, will have the right 
to publish the findings of their scientific review 
including any objection after notifying Shell with 
sufficient notice to enable Shell to comment and 
correct any misunderstandings.” 
 



The work of the IRG 
 read and review existing project documentation to ensure an 

understanding of the relevant issues for the comparative assessment 
process; 

 read and review all relevant study work which provides the 
evidence base to support the comparative assessment commissioned 
for or produced by Shell U.K. Limited (Shell); 

 provide views/guidance on the above in respect of the scope, 
clarity, completeness, methodology, relevance and objectivity of 
conclusions; 

 advise on any further research or actions to address identified gaps 
that would otherwise prevent an informed decision; 

 make recommendations for additional work as necessary which 
should be practicable and achievable within the timeframe for the 
decommissioning programme submission; 

 be satisfied that all relevant stakeholder comments have been 
addressed within the scope of each study where practicable to do so; 
 



IRG Activities  
 15 meetings & 9 teleconferences since January 

2007 
 Reviews of about 185 major reports resulting in 

over 2000 comments requiring a response from 
Shell 

 attendance at all Stakeholder meetings since 
January 2007 (including CMSTG) 

 about 800 man-days of work in total 
 in some cases, a repeated review/revision 

cycle 
 For further details, see the IRG web pages on the 

Shell Brent Decommissioning website… 



Brent A 

 Not yet “signed off”… 
 Awaiting Technical Reports  

– Optimum height to cut jacket ? 
– Feasibility of complete removal ? 



GBS Refloat feasibility 
 The IRG considers that (when the minor amendments 

referred to in the Shell responses have been actioned) 
the Concept Select reports give a satisfactory account 
of the practical feasibility of re-floating the Brent B & D 
GBS’s, based on technical studies which are 
sufficiently accurate and detailed. 

 The IRG accepts that the uncertainties on crucial 
issues (including especially the structural integrity of 
the platforms) are very large, and that the risk of 
serious failure should re-float be attempted is 
therefore very high. 

 Note: this refers to Brent B & D only 
 For Brent C: some further justification is still awaited 



GBS’s: Outstanding issues 
 Legs Up or Down ? 

– The IRG has not yet been convinced that 
leaving the legs up is a sustainable solution 

– Degradation at the waterline may lead to an 
unacceptable situation in the long-term 

 Cell Contents:  
– Characterisation:  No information yet on 

quantity or nature of contents 
Awaiting results of sampling exercise 

– Fate & treatment (details follow…) 
 



GBS cell contents treatment 
 Preliminary studies reviewed 
 CMSTG meetings: IRG members attended as Observers  
 Five options: MCDA (based on many assumptions) 

– Leave in place (untreated) 
– Leave in place with MNA 
– Leave in place and Cap 
– Remove & transport to shore 
– Remove & re-inject 

 Preliminary modelling studies of cell contents release  
(after collapse) reviewed: results of further work awaited 

 Brent B & C: no information received or reviewed yet: 
information from Brent D may be sufficient 



Drill Cuttings 
 Survey and modelling studies reviewed for all 

platforms 
Modelling work discussed with Shell and with 

contractors 
 Some technical issues still to be resolved 

– E.g. long-term fate (“persistence”) c.f. 
OSPAR guidelines 

 Results of further work awaited 
 NB: Quantities of cuttings for each platform 

differ significantly 
 



Other Issues 
 Pipelines 

– Technical Document reviewed & accepted 
Monitoring requirements 

– Still to be debated 
– Depends on options selected 
– Especially for cell sediments 

NB also need for navigation aids if legs left up ? 



IRG “Health Warnings” 
 the Independent Review Group is providing peer review of 

the quality of the studies carried out.   
 The final responsibility for the contents of the reports rests 

with Shell, and the IRG does not necessarily support or 
endorse every statement in the individual study reports. 

 the specification of the work for the various studies and the 
selection of contractors to undertake the work are not 
reviewed by the IRG 

 The IRG role is to ensure that an appropriate range of 
options has been examined in sufficient depth, so that the 
information available is adequate for a rational decision to 
be reached by Shell.  

 the IRG will not comment on the final choice of 
decommissioning options selected.  
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
CELL MANAGEMENT UPDATE 
 
Frederic Ducellier 

Cell Remediation Team Lead 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 
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CELL SCALE COMPARISON 

Date 22/11/2013 
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STORAGE CELL TO SCALE (BRENT DELTA) 

Attic oil 

Sediment 

Concrete slab 

Sand ballast 

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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CELL OPTION 1 - Leave in Place (“LiP”) / No Treatment  

Before After 

Oil 

Interphase 

Water 

Sediments 

Import/Export 
line 

Import/Export 
line 

Water 

Sediments 

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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CELL OPTION 2 - Leave in Place (“LiP”)  + MNA* 

Before After 

Oil 

Interphase 

Water 

Sediments 

Import/Export 
line 

Import/Export 
line 

Water 

Sediments 

Water and 

sediment left in 

cells plus some in-

situ treatment to 

enhance natural 

attenuation  

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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CELL OPTION 3 - Leave in Place (“LiP”) + capping  

Before After 

Oil 

Interphase 

Water 

Sediments 

Import/Export 
line 

Import/Export 
line 

Water 

Sediments 

Capping material 

added via cell top 

to the top of the 

sediment layer. 

Addition of 

various chemicals 

to enhance 

natural 

attenuation 

Potential chemical 

addition for water 

treatment  

Capping layer 

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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Onshore treatment 
facility 

Water and sediments 
removed from cells to 
vessel and returned to 

shore for treatment 
Cleaned water  

discharged to sea 
from the shore 

Treated sediment to 
landfill 

CELL OPTION 5 - Remove: vessel to onshore 

Before After 

Oil 

Interphase 

Water 

Sediments 

Import/Export 
line 

Import/Export 
line 

Oily water 

Sediments 

Sand Ballast 

water 

Sediments 

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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Oil 

Interphase 

Water 

Sediments 
Import/Export 

line 

Import/Export 
line 

CELL OPTION 7 - Remove: remove & reinject (via a vessel) 

Before After 

Cell sediment and oily 

water reinjected in to a 

newly drilled waste 

disposal well. 

Oily water 

Sediments 

Sand Ballast 

Please note – these diagrams are not to scale and for discussions purposes at cell management stakeholder task group meetings only 
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FATE MODELING – ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT 

Fate modelling carried out by BMT Cordah (using PROTEUS) for both the water and the 
cell sediments 

EIA conducted by DNV on the basis of the output of the fate modelling 

Water phase:  

—100,000 m3 (i.e. full content of 10 cells on BD) 

—Instantaneous release 

—Concentrations derived from actual cell water samples 

Cell sediment: 

—2 scenarios: 3,000 and 6,000m3 of sediment 

—Composition derived from various samples taken from equipments both upstream (separators, 
wellhead, desanders) and downstream (Brent Spar, Sullom Voe) of the storage cells 

—Sediment pile fully exposed to erosion 
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View of the footprint of the re-
deposited sediment for all 3 
GBS after 100 years 

No overlap between the 
footprints 

Evaluation of the legacy impact 
related to cell sediments (EIA – 
DNV) 

Sediment fate modelling output 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
CELL MANAGEMENT STAKEHOLDER TASK 
GROUP (CMSTG) 

Peter Miles 

Catalyze  
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Shell Brent Decommissioning 
Brent Delta  
Cell Management Stakeholder Task Group 
 

2013 Stakeholder Workshops 

12th Nov, London 

19th Nov, Aberdeen 
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CMSTG Terms of Reference 

 Strategic Intent in setting up the CMSTG 
 “To be able to complete a robust comparative assessment in 

accordance with OSPAR 98/3 and DECC Decommissioning 
Guidelines.” 

 Where ‘robust’ means based on data, evidence and the best 
judgement of the participating stakeholders 

 And using a process that is validated, participatory and auditable 

 Aims and Objectives 
 The aim of the Group is to help inform Shell/ ExxonMobil’s decision making 

on cell management and to inspire wider stakeholder confidence in the 
choice of a cell management option or options. 

 The group’s deliberations are designed to be a constructive 
challenge to and inform Shell’s decision making process 
 the final decision will be recommended by Shell and approved by 

DECC 
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CMSTG Project Phasing 

Phases 1 & 2 
Context & Design 

Concept Down-select 

 

• Develop an initial model 
to check which options 
are viable and if possible 
eliminate options to 
allow the CMSTG and 
Shell to focus 
subsequent efforts 

• Oct 2011 to Feb 2012 
 
 

Phases  3 & 4 
Concept Detail Analysis 

Concept Selection 

 

•Develop a 
comprehensive model 
that can be used to 
inform Shell’s decision 
regarding cell 
management and to 
inspire wider stakeholder 
confidence in the choice 
of a cell management 
strategy 
•Mar 2012 to June 2012 

Phases 5 & 6 
Revise & Check 

 

• Check and revise the 
comprehensive model 
on the basis of new data 
and information 
provided by 
environmental studies 

• July 2012 to June 2013 
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Criteria Development 

 Starting with DECC and OSPAR guidelines 

 Taking information from previous Stakeholder Workshops 

 This list was then refined with the CMSTG 

 The criteria were then organised to produce a Value Tree 
 Costs; Risks; Downsides; Benefits 
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Assessment Scales – an example 
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Key Criteria as agreed by the CMSTG 

 The medium and long-term 
effects on the marine 
environment 

 The use of natural 
resources, including landfill 

 The potential reaction of 
the public 

 The acquisition of 
knowledge about the cell 
contents and technologies 
for cell management, for 
use in future projects 

 The current readiness of 
technologies for cell 
management 
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How the Options perform in the CMSTG model 

 Sediment LiP 
 Minimises the use of natural resources 
 Concerns over the long-term effects on the marine environment 
 Becomes the preferred option under certain scenarios  

 Sediment LiP MNA 
 Not the preferred option in any of the scenarios examined 

 Sediment LiP Capped 
 On balance the best performing option, by a small margin 

 Vessel to Onshore 
 Constrained by the use of natural resources including landfill 
 Becomes the preferred option under certain scenarios  

 Remove and Reinject 
 A close second in the final model 
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Model Results 
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 The model is now sensitive to changes in the weights 
 Scenario Analysis illustrates how weighting changes result in 

different outcomes 
 

Sensitivity & Scenario Analysis 

Scenario G) Significantly increased weight on 
Presumption to Remove 

Scenario A) Minimising the short-term impact on 
the marine environment 
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Conclusions 

“When the ‘pros and cons’ of each of the options are aggregated 
there is little to choose between them. The resulting model is finely 
balanced and sensitive to changes in criteria weights; however it 
also represents a wealth of information and judgement.”  
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
CELL MANAGEMENT STAKEHOLDER TASK 
GROUP (CMSTG) 

Mark Kirby – CEFAS (London) 

Arnold John – Environment Agency (Aberdeen) 

CMSTG Participants 



Cell Management Stakeholder Task Group 
(CMSTG)  

 
Activities & Observations  

 



The task 
• Concept of a stakeholder group on cell management raised and discussed 

at the 2011 stakeholder workshops 
• Set out to (as per Terms of Reference):  

– help inform Shell/ ExxonMobil’s decision making on cell management 
– understand at a deeper level the issues surrounding cell contents management 

options and input views into the proposed decision strategy for the GBS cells;  
– inform the development of a multi-criteria decision analysis model (MCDA) (with 

specialist contractors Catalyze)  
• The group’s deliberations were designed to be a constructive challenge to 

and inform Shell’s decision making process 
– the final decision will be recommended by Shell / Exxon Mobil and 

approved by DECC 
• Acknowledge that participation of the group does not imply endorsement or 

otherwise of Shell’s activities 
 



CMSTG – The people  
Fishing /other marine industry; Environment / societal; Governmental/ 
regulatory; Owners/ Operators ; Scientific 
Aberdeen Community Council Forum   CEFAS (Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science) 

DECC (observers)    Environment Agency  

HSE    JNCC (Joint Nature Conservation Committee) 

KIMO UK Network Marine Scotland MCA (Marine & Coastguard Agency)  

Oil & Gas UK    RSPB Scotland  

Scottish Fishermen’s Federation   SEPA (Scottish Environment Protection Agency)   

Scottish Ocean’s Institute (Sea Mammal Research Unit) Shell/Exxon (topic specialists)   

Independent Review Group members (observers) 

 
Involved through 1-1 sessions 
Greenpeace International  Marine Conservation Society  

 
 
 

 



Activities  
• Met 5 times (February, April, May, June’12 and June’13) for c. 

1.5 days each time 
• “Deep dive” into the complexity of cell remediation options 

and the criteria to inform decision making 
• Developed criteria to assess cell management options – 

expanded on existing ones and added new ones (Total of 34 
criteria) 

• Assessed cell management options against criteria (best & 
worst performing) 

• Compared and weighted criteria 
• Reviewed outcomes from model and sense checked 



 



CMSTG model weights 



Observations 
• Provided a way to try to compare competing and different criteria, though this was 

complex e.g. Health & Safety Risk vs. long term marine effects (end points): 
– “MCDA process does flush out issues and allow reasonable consideration of different 

criteria, however struggled with comparing different criteria – e. g. environment vs. 
safety and the modelling itself can be a little “black box” it’s not initially obvious how it 
all works – how one score affects another. This is both a benefit and a downside.” 

• Open discussions and open approach from Shell in sharing information  
– “Shell has answered all questions asked of them and they have been willing to provide 

information not already in the public domain”  “The discussions were open with each 
participant free to air their views and debate any issues.” 

• Required a lot of time commitment – but overall benefit to both stakeholders and 
Shell alike to explore and understand issues and perspectives.  

– “It has certainly advanced my understanding of cell management issues and the MCDA 
process certainly has a place in feeding into the decision making process.”  

• This was a CMSTG model – it may well not to reflect what might be Shell/Exxon 
priorities:  

– “I believe it is valuable. But the fact that the approach did not demonstrate a strong 
differentiation between the options means that, perhaps rightly, Shell's internal priorities 
will have a greater ultimate influence.” 

 



 
 

 
Questions? 
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CELL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS: TABLE DISCUSSION  
 
 
PURPOSE: Feedback to Shell to help inform decision making 

Indicate reaction to the emerging options on scales 

— Leave in place/ Leave in place capped/ Remove by vessel to onshore 

With facilitator discuss/record:   

— Issues driving dissatisfaction 

— What if anything would need to be in place to make this option more acceptable 

— Issues driving satisfaction 

— Don’t know/unable to respond 

Any questions? 

 

 



Lunch 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
GBS LEG REMOVAL 
 
John Gillies 

Offshore Execution Manger 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 
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“Legs up” “Legs down” (-55m) 

GBS LEG REMOVAL CONCEPTS 
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 Leg failure predicted around150-250years at sea level, cell roof penetrated but submerged 
substructure remains for  >1000 years 

 Collision model based on current shipping data, current navigational technology 

 Brent amongst lowest risk of collision; Brent D <1:10,000 yrs collision frequency 

 Shell/ExxonMobil remain liable in perpetuity for monitoring and navigational marking 

 
 

Vessel activity  plot 1 yr at  Brent 

BRENT COLLISION RISK  
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LEG CUT DEPTH -55m 

 
 

Cut depth (-55m) selected to: 

1. Meet International Maritime 
Organisation (IMO) 
requirement for free passage 

2. Best location for stability 
during cutting operation 

3. Brent Charlie more complex 
than Brent Bravo / Delta due 
to slender legs 
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 Concrete > 1 metre thick, heavily reinforced with tensioned steel 

 Requires significant development of subsea diamond wire cutting: 

 Already proven onshore but not subsea and on scale required; 6000 tonnes 
compressive force on cut, unstable leg > 90metres above cut 

GBS Steel Reinforcement 
Arrangement

LEG CUTTING METHOD 
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 Three capable crane vessels globally: 

 Leg 50% cut by ROV vessel.  50% cut leg still stable in summer storm 

 Crane vessel ready on location for cutting beyond 50% (48 hour operation) 

 Fully cut leg stable in 2.1m significant wave  (~40% of time Jun-Aug) 

 Lift, tilt and transfer to transport barge; 2000 tonne steel support cradle required 

 Cost around 30% higher than a large jacket removal 
 

 

GBS LEG REMOVAL OPERATION 
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 22 Concrete Gravity Base Structures still to be decommissioning in the OSPAR area will 
need to be individually considered 

 Shell and ExxonMobil each own <10% of GBS equity in the OSPAR area 

 Largest proportion (>30%) Norway (Statoil and Norwegian State) 

 
  

AN INTERNATIONAL ISSUE 
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The Frigg decommissioning programme was 
approved by DECC for “concrete substructures to 
remain in place”. 

 

Comparative assessment details: 
 After a relatively small section has been cut it will 

not have sufficient strength to resist a winter storm 

 Probability of collapse of a column has been 
estimated to be in the order of 2% which is 
20 times higher than acceptable 

 Fishing vessels colliding with the TCP2 concrete 
substructure, if left in place, has been estimated to 
be in the order of 1 in 100,000 per year based 
on current fishing activity 

 Merchant shipping vessels colliding with the TCP2 
concrete substructure, if left in place, has been 
estimated to be in the order of 1 in 20,000 per 
year based on current shipping activity 

 
 

  

  

“Due to the uncertainties associated with the decommissioning operations, and the fact that 
this solution is also unattractive to some stakeholders, particularly the fishing industry, it is 
recommended that this alternative be rejected” 

TOTAL “FRIGG” (2003) 
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CURRENT INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE 

  

 

 A GBS left wholly in place with its topside removed for onshore recycling has the 
lowest environmental impact of the decommissioning options.  

 

 Removal or partial removal poses significant technical challenges, carries high safety 
and environmental risks and would incur disproportionately high costs compared with 
the benefits to society.  Risks are likely to be beyond an acceptable level of good 
industry practice. 

 

 Current knowledge and extensive studies reinforce the need for CGBSs to remain a 
derogation category under OSPAR’s Decision 98/3. 
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GBS LEGS OPTIONS: TABLE DISCUSSION 
 
 

PURPOSE: Feedback to Shell to help inform decision making 

Indicate reaction to the emerging options on scales 

— GBS Legs up / GBS Legs “down” (-55m)  

With facilitator discuss/record:   

— Issues driving dissatisfaction 

— What if anything would need to be in place to make this option more acceptable 

— Issues driving satisfaction 

— Don’t know/unable to respond 

Any questions? 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
BRENT ALPHA JACKET REMOVAL 
 
John Gillies 
Offshore Execution Manger 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 



  

 Recommend Removal to footing tops  (-84m) 

 OSPAR 98/3 derogation candidate 

 Best environmental outcome 

 +£100M cost to remove footings cost 
disproportionate to societal benefit 

 

BRENT ALPHA JACKET 



DOES SINGLE LIFT CHANGE RECOMMENDATION? 

  

 

 Shell conducted studies with three contactors, including Allseas (single lift) 

 Conventional crane vessel time (cost) increased by more than 100% when 
compared with partial removal; complexity increases further with depth 

 Not designed for top lifting; very complex and unproven lifting method using 
wires attached to jacket base 

 Major drill cuttings excavation and disturbance 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
PIPELINES UPDATE 
 
James Blackburn 
HSE Manager 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 



OVERVIEW OF BRENT PIPELINES 

 There are a total of 28 different Shell pipelines 
covered within the Brent Field Decommissioning 
scope: 

 
— Rigid pipelines            x 18 (84km) 
— Flexible flowlines / riser  x 5 (7km) 
— Umbilicals              x 4 (8km) 
— Power cables              x 1 (3km) 

 Total   102 km 
 Total   @50,000te 
  
  

 
Third party lines will require decommissioning prior 
to decommissioning of the Brent Field pipelines 
(responsibility of their owners): 
 
— The 22km Dunlin power cable (Fairfield) 
— 2 x NLGP SSIV umbilicals, each 1.2km (BP) 
— 1 x 0.4km section of 20” NLGP pipeline (BP) 
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PRE-SELECTION BY  
DECC GUIDELINES 



PIPELINES COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT 

14 lines via Qualitative Assessment resulting in a mixture of readily removable. 
Already trenched and stable under rock dump 

Remaining lines  

 16” to 36” diameter steel concrete-coated, 0.4km to 4.6km long, surface laid. 

 Except N0501 (30” diameter and 36km long), partially trenched along much of length. 

 Full details of burial status, spanning history and condition known. 

Rigid pipelines will be flushed in situ 

Identified all feasible options, starting from presumption of full removal, with key 
driver to reduce long-term snagging risk to fishermen 

14 lines via Quantitative Assessment resulting in a mixture of trench & backfill, 
remove and partial rock dump 

 

 



Applied the DECC 5 main criteria 

Assessed with respect to 12 sub-criteria 

 

CRITERIA FOR PIPELINES COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT 

Main DECC Criteria BDP sub-criteria DECC  “matter to be considered”? 

SAFETY Project Personnel Offshore (PLL) Yes 

Fishermen (snagging risk) (PLL) Yes 

Project Personnel Onshore (PLL) Yes 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT Legacy impacts offshore & onshore Yes 

Impacts of offshore operations Yes 

Gaseous emissions (CO2) Yes 

Total energy use (GJ) Yes 

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY Technical feasibility Yes 

COMMUNITES Commercial fisheries (£) Yes 

Job creation (man-years) Yes 

Impact on amenities Yes 

COST Affordability (£) Yes 



PIPELINE SYSTEM 



PIPELINE SYSTEM (ABOVE SEABED POST DECOMMISSIONING) 
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STATUS AND MONITORING 

IRG review complete 

DECC review 

 

The long term monitoring of all pipelines left in situ including rock-dumped 
lines and also trenched lines will be subject to post decommissioning surveys, 
over trawling and then periodic surveys thereafter (latter to be discussed with 
the regulator). 

 



Q&A 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
BRENT DRILL CUTTINGS 
 
James Blackburn 
HSE Manager 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 



OSPAR Recommendation 2006/5 requires all cuttings piles to be assessed 
against thresholds for: 
 Possible rates of oil loss into water column: 10 tonnes/yr 
 Persistence over the area of seabed contaminated at a level of >50 mg/kg: 

500 km2yr.  
The threshold of 50 mg/kg Total Hydrocarbon Concentration (THC) 
contamination has been recognised through the UKOOA JIP (OLF, 
2003) on drill cuttings and recommended by OSPAR as the level 
below which significant environmental impact does not occur in 
benthic macro fauna 

 
Cuttings piles below these thresholds can remain in-situ on the seabed 

 
 

GOVERNING LEGISLATION 



The seabed drill cuttings piles at Brent Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta and South 
are accumulations derived from multiple wells and are contaminated with Oil 
Based Mud (OBM). Therefore, these are considered and assessed under 
OSPAR Recommendation 2006/5.  

 
Drill cuttings captured on the cell-tops and within the tri-cells (Bravo and Delta) 
may also be contaminated with OBM.  
Although they are not on the seabed, they would have formed part of the 
seabed accumulations if the GBS had not impeded their deposition.  
Therefore these are also being considered as cuttings under OSPAR 
Recommendation 2006/5.  

BRENT CUTTINGS  



A sampling programme was carried out in 2007 to determine the oil content. 
 
Using the drilling records, survey data, Shell data sources and mapping tools 
the maximum possible volumes of OBM-contaminated drill cuttings have been 
calculated that could be present within the Brent Field.  
 
The table overleaf summarises our estimate of OBM-contaminated drill cuttings. 

 
Note: The table uses what we believe to be highly conservative drilling record 
information; this data is being reviewed by the well engineering team.  

 
 
 

LOCATION AND CURRENT VOLUME OF THE CUTTINGS 



Brent Alpha Brent Bravo Brent 
Charlie 

Brent Delta Brent South 

Seabed 

PDMS 
survey 6,300 m3 5,300 m3 4,922 m3 2,230 m3 2,166 m3 

Cell-top 

PDMS 
survey - 1,887 m3 7,735 m3 3,790 m3 - 

Total 6,300 m3 7,187 m3 12,657 m3 6,020 m3 2,166 m3 

LOCATION AND CURRENT VOLUME OF THE CUTTINGS 



SURVEY IMAGES OF THE CUTTINGS PILES 



Long-term fate modelling (LTFM) indicates cuttings piles are predicted to fall 
below the persistence threshold of 500 km2yr and oil loss rate of 10 
tonnes/year. 
 
For Brent Charlie: 
 After 1,000yrs area persistence of the combined cell-top and seabed system 

was estimated to be 5.5km2year. 
 Maximum oil loss rate of 6.4 tonnes/year was predicted for the cell-top pile 

and 8.9 tonnes/year for the combined cell-top and seabed system. 

SEABED & CELL-TOP CUTTINGS PILES 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The long-term modelling indicated that the cuttings piles would not exceed the 
OPSAR thresholds for oil loss rate or persistence, under the OSPAR 
Recommendation, the conclusion is that the cuttings piles within the Brent 
field should be left to degrade naturally. 

  
 Note: The management of the Brent Alpha cuttings pile are to be considered 

and included in the comparative assessment for the Brent Alpha Jacket 
Technical Document. 

 
The management of the cell-top cuttings piles to enable cell access will use the 
project comparative assessment process, which is in line with both OSPAR 
2006/5 and the DECC Guidance Note. 

 
The characterisation and management of the material within the drilling legs 
and mini-cell annulus is still on-going.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 



As described in the GBS Technical Document, the complete removal of the GBS 
structure is not technically feasible. 

 
As the GBS cells contain volumes of attic oil, water and sediment, a number of 
options are being considered for cell access in the future. 

 
The management of the cell-tops cuttings piles to enable cell access will use the 
project Comparative Assessment process and is in line with both OSPAR 
2006/5 and the DECC Guidance Note. 

MANAGEMENT OF CELL-TOP ACCESS 



Q&A 



“SOUK” TASKS  
 
 

PURPOSE:  
— Feedback to Shell specifically on Alpha Jacket & Drill Cuttings 

— Finding out more on other topics and capturing outstanding issues 

Indicate (dot) your reaction to the emerging recommendations and record 
issues 

— Alpha Jacket 

— Drill Cuttings 

Spend remaining time where best meets your interest and questions 
— Questions for Shell/ Discussion  

— Recording outstanding topics 

— Facilitators on hand 

Have a cup of tea…! 
 



“SOUK” STALLS  
 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment  ~ DNV –Mark Purcell/Abidah Ilyas 

**Brent Alpha Jacket ~ Eric McWilliam 

GBS legs up/down + GBS structure  

Topsides/Contracts/supply chain issues ~ John Gillies 

Pipelines       

Debris (inc. subsea structures/concrete mats/ grout bags)  

**Drill Cuttings  ~ James Blackburn & Gordon Picken & Kate Black 

Cell management & CMSTG modelling /process ~Frederic Ducellier & Pete 

Miles (Catalyze) 
 



PLENARY REVIEW 
 

Review of Alpha Jacket & Drill Cuttings 

Other topic observations - new insights/issues? 

Overall decommissioning picture  

— Key issues 

— Anything missing? 
 



Cell Contents There are currently three emerging options for discussion with regard to the cell 
contents in the Brent field: 
Option 1 – cell contents ‘leave in place’: Leave the cell contents in place. 
Option 2 – cell contents ‘leave in place capped’: Leave the cell contents in place with 
a capping material added. 
Option 3 – cell contents ‘remove to onshore’: Remove the cell contents for treatment 
and disposal onshore. 

Gravity Base 
Structures (GBS) Legs 

There are currently two emerging options for discussion with regard to the Gravity 
Base Structures (GBS) in the Brent field: 
Option 1 – GBS ‘legs up’: Leave the GBS structure in place with the legs above sea 
level and a navigation aid installed on one of the legs. 
Option 2 – GBS ‘legs down’: Partially remove the GBS structure so that the concrete 
legs are cut to -55m below sea level and the main structure of the GBS will remain on 
the seabed. 

Brent Alpha Jacket Once the wells have been plugged and abandoned, and the topsides have been 
removed, the Brent Alpha jacket will be cut down to -84m below the Lowest 
Astronomical Tide level.  The steel removed will be taken to shore where it will be 
recycled and reused and the jacket footings will remain in place. 

Drill Cuttings All drill cuttings on the seabed will be left in place undisturbed as they do not exceed 
the thresholds stipulated in OSPAR Recommendation 2006/5. 
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BRENT DECOMMISSIONING 
 
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PLANS 

Mark Downes 

Stakeholder Manager 

(Shell is Operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. Limited and Esso 

Exploration and Production UK Limited) 
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 Q&A 
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